
Abstract

We have used the7HLUHVLDV algorithm to carry out unsuper-
vised pattern discovery in a database containing the
unaligned ORFs from the 17 publicly available complete
archaeal and bacterial genomes and build a 1D dictionary of
motifs.  These motifs which we refer to as seqlets account
for and cover 97.88% of this genomic input at the level of
amino acid positions.  Each of the seqlets in this 1D diction-
ary was located among the sequences in Release 38.0 of the
Protein Data Bank and the structural fragments correspond-
ing to each seqlet’s instances were identified and aligned in
three dimensions: those of the seqlets that resulted in RMSD
errors below a pre-selected threshold of 2.5 Angstroms were
entered in a 3D dictionary of structurally conserved seqlets.
These two dictionaries can be thought of as cross-indices
that facilitate the tackling of tasks such as automated
functional annotation of genomic sequences, local homology
identification, local structure characterization, comparative
genomics, etc.

Introduction
To the extent that it can be deduced from the

sampling provided by the currently available amino acid
sequences, the sequence space of natural proteins is
sparsely populated.

Molecular families are believed to be evolving
through random shift and natural selection processes.
Within a family, its members typically share family-
specific elements in the form of conserved amino acids.
Such family specific elements have been referred to as
patterns or motifs (Hodgman 1989) and can be used to
describe amino acid segments of biological importance
(e.g. domains, folds) (Bork and Gibson 1996; Doolittle
1995; Saraste et al. 1990).

A lot of methods and tools that discover and exploit
such sequence descriptors in the form of patterns, profiles,
or Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been proposed in
the literature; these include PROSITE (Bairoch et al.
1997), BLOCKS (Henikoff and Henikoff 1996), PFAM
(Sonnhammer et al. 1997), PRINTS (Attwood et al. 1998),
to name a few.  

Currently, the pattern determination process is based
upon the identification of similar proteins, the subsequent
generation of multiple alignments and, finally, the selec-
tion of the most conserved regions as significant

signatures.  The difficulty with this general methodology
is that it proceeds on a case by case basis (Smith and
Smith 1990; Nevill-Manning et al. 1998) and is based on
an underlying assumption that patterns can be found only
within divergent families (Ogiwara et al. 1992).  The use
of alignment to identify convergently-related functional
motifs such as nuclear localization signals (Boulikas
1993) is rather difficult (Horton and Nakai 1997) and the
generated patterns are usually not sufficiently specific.

The 7HLUHVLDV algorithm (Rigoutsos and Floratos
1998a; Rigoutsos and Floratos 1998b) has made possible a
hierarchical motif discovery and enumeration of the most
frequent patterns by treating large datasets such as Swiss-
Prot and NCBI’s Non-Redundant database (Rigoutsos et
al. 1998; Rigoutsos et al. 1999) as a whole.  No subsets of
sequences are formed and there is no need for any align-
ment prior to the discovery stage.  This discovery-based
approach is distinctly different from methods that first use
a sequence homology search algorithm such as BLAST
(Altschul et al. 1990) to form groups of homologous
sequences from which motifs are subsequently derived
(Harris et al. 1992; Tatusov et al. 1997; Yona et al. 1998).
 

Hierarchical motif discovery in such large datasets of
diverse sequence composition is expected to (a) uncover
previously unobserved protein features within and across
family boundaries, (b) to shed light on relationships
between families that have traditionally been assumed to
be unrelated, and (c) to enhance our understanding of
protein architecture. 

We have used these patterns to derive a natural
dictionary of re-usable elements with uses which include
automated functional annotation, sensitive homology
detection (Floratos et al. 1999), the analysis of phyloge-
netic distribution and local structure characterization
(Rigoutsos et al. 1999). We use the term seqlets to refer to
these re-usable elements.

A large number of complete archaeal and bacterial
genomes has recently become available thus generating a
need for producing such dictionaries through unsupervised
motif discovery.  Given that at the time that this work was
carried out only one complete eukaryotic genome was
available, we decided to not include any representative
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from this phylogenetic domain so as to avoid skewing the
overall composition of the database even further.  The
complete genome of Caenorhabditis elegans was reported
while the experiments outlined in this work were almost
completed.

We compiled a database containing the ORFs for the
complete genomes of 13 Bacteria (Escherichia coli,
Haemophilus influenzae, Mycoplasma genitalium,
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, Synechocystis sp.; Aquifex
aeolicus,  Chlamydia trachomatis, Helicobacter pylori,
Rickettsia prowazekii, Bacilus subtilis, Mycobacterium
tuberculosis, Treponema pallidum and Borrelia burgdor-
feri) and 4 Archaea (Methanococcus jannaschii, Archaeo-
globus fulgidus, Pyrococcus horikoshii, and
Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum) (Fraser et al.
1997; Fraser et al. 1998; Andersson et al. 1998;
Kawarabayasi et al. 1998; Cole et al. 1998; Smith et al.
1997; Tomb et al. 1997; Stephens et al. 1998; Kunst et al.
1997; Klenk et al. 1997; Deckert et al. 1998; Fleischmann
et al. 1995; Kaneko et al. 1997; Fraser et al. 1995;
Himmelreich et al. 1996; Bult et al. 1996; Blattner et al.
1997).  

This database of unaligned sequences was processed
with 7HLUHVLDV and produced a comprehensive 1D diction-
ary of seqlets that, for all practical purposes, describes the
sequence space of these genomes completely.  All
instances of these generated seqlets were subsequently
identified in a free from overrepresentation bias version of
Release 38.0 of the Protein Data Bank (Bernstein et al.
1977; Abola et al. 1987) and their respective fragments
were aligned in three-dimensional space.  For those
fragment-sets that gave rise to RMSD errors below the
preset threshold of 2.5 Angstroms, the respective seqlets
were associated with an average fragment structure and
incorporated in a 3D dictionary of structural motifs.  

We report on the properties of the entries of these two
dictionaries, the extent to which the 1D seqlets have
instances in the Protein Data Bank, and the ramifications
from the induced coverage.  We also present several
entries of the generated dictionaries and discuss uses.

The next section introduces several terms and
notation that will be used throughout the discussion and
also briefly outlines the properties of the used algorithm.
Following that the various methods are described.  Then
we give details on the properties of the discovered diction-
aries and show and discuss several of the seqlets.

Terms and Background Information
In this discussion,  will denote the alphabet of all�

amino acids; i.e. ={A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, L, M, N, P,�

Q, R, S, T, V, W, Y}.  We define a seqlet to be a string of
the form

 [1](��{[��	

�]}) (��{ �.�} � {[��	
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�]}) ��

i.e. either a single alphabet symbol, or, strings that begin
and end with a symbol or a bracket with two or more
characters and contain an arbitrary combination of zero or
more residues, brackets with at least two alphabet charac-
ters, and ‘.’ characters.  The character ‘.’ is referred to as
‘don’t care’ and is a wild card that can replace any
character from Σ.  A bracketed expression, e.g. [GA],
means a ‘one-of choice’ and in this example exactly one of
G or A. 

Seqlets of the above form can capture homologies in
the traditional PAM or Blosum sense but also allow for
amino acid substitutions not provided for by such scoring
matrices.

A seqlet S is in fact a regular expression and as such
it defines a language G(S). The elements of the language
are all the strings that can be obtained from S by substitut-
ing each don’t care by an arbitrary residue from , and�

each bracket with exactly one of its member residues.  For
example, the pattern “G..GSGK[ST]T” defines the
language G(“G..GSGK[ST]T”) the members of which
include the strings GPTGSGKST, GYLGSGKST, and
GESGSGKTT among others.

A seqlet S is called an <L,W> seqlet (with L  W) if>

and only if every substring of S with length W contains L
or more non-don’t care characters.  A given choice for the
parameters L and W has a direct bearing on the degree of
remaining homology  among  the instances of  the domain
that  the seqlet captures:  the  smaller the value of the ratio
L / W the lower the degree of allowed local homology
within any stretch of W amino acids (and, consequently,
the higher the sensitivity of the pattern discovery process).

When processing a database D of proteins, and for a
given choice for L and  W, 7HLUHVLDV discovers all seqlets S
which appear K or more times and additionally guarantees
that they have the maximality property with respect to D:
i.e. no reported seqlet S can be made more specific (either
by appending/prepending a string on , or by dereferenc-�

ing one or more don’t care characters) without simultane-
ously reducing the number of locations within D where the
derived result can appear).

In recent work (Rigoutsos et al. 1998;Rigoutsos et al.
1999), we described the importance of the unsupervised
hierarchical discovery  of seqlets beginning with large
databases of unaligned sequences, and also addressed
issues such as the specificity, sensitivity and clustering of
seqlets as well as various applications.  As defined above
and with the maximality properties guaranteed by
algorithm, seqlets can capture family-specific functional
elements as well as elements of a more elementary and
reusable nature.  In fact, the algorithm’s ability to identify
very weak patterns has proven useful in identifying motifs
spanning multiple protein families. 



Methods

Masking Of Identical Sequence Fragments Present In
The Input. Prior to discovering the seqlets in the 17
genome database we process it and mask all but the first
instance of all identical amino acid fragments that are
present in it.  The natural language equivalent to this
masking is the removal of all quasi-identical phrases (i.e.
amino acid fragments) present in the sentences (i.e. ORFs)
to be processed; clearly, multiple copies of such fragments
do not contribute anything to the dictionaries that are
built.  To this end, we have used 7HLUHVLDV  with a setting
of L=8, W=8 and K=2.  Note that conceptually similar
choices have been made in (Holm and Sander 1998)
which also describes an alternative method that could be
used in this stage.  All of the discovered seqlets were
collected and their instances in the input were masked by
replacing them with symbols that do not belong to the
alphabet .�

“Covering” The Input.   An important quality criterion
for the set 5 of discovered seqlets is its ability to cover the
sequences in the input set from which they were
generated.  One can evaluate the coverage of the input in
one of two ways: either by computing the coverage of the
sequences in the dataset, or by computing the coverage of
the amino acids in the dataset. We consider a sequence P
in the input database D to be covered if and only if there
exists at least one seqlet S in 5 with an instance in the
sequence P.  Clearly, a given sequence may be multiply
covered by more than one seqlets. In an analogous
manner, we consider a given position in the input
database D to be covered if and only if there exists at least
one seqlet S in 5  with an instance that includes the
position under consideration.  Again, a given position may
be multiply covered by more than one seqlets. It should be
clear that covering as many positions as possible in a
given dataset is a much more demanding task than cover-
ing the sequences of this dataset.  Since our goal is the
comprehensive and complete description of the input that
is processed, an extensive coverage at the amino acid
position level is sought.  As described below, this is the
coverage measure that we have used in our experiments.
We have additionally made certain that the discovered
seqlets are statistically significant: the statistical signifi-
cance of a seqlet is essentially controlled by the choice of  
the 7HLUHVLDV  parameters L, W and K.

1D Dictionary / Selecting The Various Parameters. The
amount of information that a seqlet carries is essentially
controlled by the values of the parameters L,W and K.  As
already mentioned, the ratio L/W controls the minimum
amount of local remaining homology that a seqlet
captures.  A small L/W ratio will permit the discovery of
weak patterns. The numerator cannot be too small (e.g.

L=2) because then the seqlets would not be specific
enough.  And it cannot be too large either (e.g. L=10)
since it would force us to ignore potentially interesting
patterns that comprise fewer than L amino acids.  An
appropriate choice for L would be one that would make
the distribution of <L, W> patterns with L+i  residues (and
small values of i) in the input data base D different than
the corresponding distribution in a random database that
has the same size and amino acid composition as D.  

In related work (Floratos et al. 1999) we have shown
that, for databases of the size we consider here, one begins
distinguishing the compositional bias of D from a random
database of similar size and composition when L is 5 or
larger.  We have thus chosen L=6 for our experiments.
The value of  W was chosen to be equal to 15 thus allow-
ing us to capture minimum local homologies of 40%.
Finally, the value of K was set equal to 2.

At  first, it may seem that K=2 is too low a threshold
for statistical significance.  It should be pointed out that if
a seqlet consists of many alphabet symbols and bracketed
expressions it can be significant even if it appears exactly
twice in D.  The majority of seqlets appearing exactly 2
times in the dataset we are considering consists of an
average of 10 solid alphabet symbols: we have carried out
Monte-Carlo simulations which indicated that such seqlets
are very infrequent in random databases with size and
composition similar to that of the 17 genomes.  We
conjecture that this is a consequence of the high average
diversity encountered in the ORFs of these genomes and
we are in the process of resolving this question through
additional experiments and simulation.

The Database. The database that we used as the input to
7HLUHVLDV comprised the ORFs from the 17 complete and
publicly available archaeal and bacterial genomes.  In
particular, the database contained: 4289  ORFs from
Escherichia coli with 1358990 a.a.; 1709 ORFs from
Haemophilus influenzae with 521077 a.a.; 480 ORFs from
Mycoplasma genitalium with 174959 a.a.; 1715 ORFs
from Methanococcus jannaschii with 483564 a.a.; 677
ORFs from Mycoplasma pneumoniae with  237651 a.a.;
3169 ORFs from Synechocystis sp. with 1033205 a.a.;
1522 ORFs from Aquifex aeolicus with 482512 a.a.; 2407
ORFs from Archaeoglobus fulgidus with 662866 a.a.;
4099 ORFs from Bacilus subtilis with 1216678 a.a.;  894  
ORFs from Chlamydia trachomatis with 312553 a.a.;  
1565  ORFs from Helicobacter pylori with 496448 a.a.;
1869 ORFs from Methanobacterium thermoautotrophicum
with 525507 a.a.; 3918 ORFs from Mycobacterium tuber-
culosis with 1329251 a.a.; 2064 ORFs from Pyrococcus
horikoshii with 568544 a.a.; 834  ORFs from Rikettsia
prowazekii with 279080 a.a.; 1031 ORFs from Tryponema
pallidum with 350676 a.a.; and 850 ORFs from Borrelia
burgdorferi with 283312 a.a. I.e. 33,092 ORFs with a



grand total of  10,316,873 amino acids.  Our input
database and annotations were composed of the contents
of NCBI’s Web-site of complete genomes as they existed
on  December 20, 1998.

3D Dictionary / Intersecting The Seqlets With The
PDB. Having discovered the 1D dictionary of seqlets by
processing the ORFs of the 17 genomes, we proceeded and
identified each one of them in the sequences of a cleaned
up version of Release 38.0 of the Protein Data Bank
(PDB).  In other words, we treated each of the sequences
in the cleaned up PDB as a query and determined which
of our 1D dictionary entries are present in it.  For those
seqlets that appeared at least twice, we extracted the corre-
sponding structure fragments, aligned them in 3 dimen-
sions and computed the RMSD error of the resulting
alignment.  It should be clear that all the families which
are over-represented in the PDB would generate artifi-
cially low RMSD error values for all the fragment sets in
which their members participated. In fact, by artificially
increasing the number of fragments to be aligned they
would generate lower average values for the respective
seqlet’s RMSD error.  We have thus compiled a
cleaned-up version of the PDB which is free from the said
overrepresentation bias.  By operating on the protein
sequences alone, we removed all the identical sequence
fragments using the same procedure as the one used with
the genomic input.  The parameters were chosen to be
L=6, W=6 and K=2.  This procedure produced the cleaned
up PDB which was used in the experiments and whose
size was only 1/5th of the original PDB (540K a.a. instead
of the original 2,8M a.a).  The algorithm which was used
in conjunction with the cleaned up PDB to compute the
RMSD error of each fragment set was:

- Average = 1st fragment
     while ( | delta |  > EPS ) {
         - for each fragmenti

               compute alignment transformation of
               fragmenti to Average using all backbone atoms;
            end for fragmenti ;
          - compute average value NewAverage of 
            all alignments with Average
          - delta = | NewAverage - Average |
          - Average = NewAverage
          }
     - RMSD = sumi ( | Average - fragmenti | 2 )
     - report sqrt (RMSD / n ) as the current seqlet’s RMSD

Those of the seqlets that resulted in RMSD error
values of 2.5 Angstroms or less were entered in a 3D
Dictionary of seqlets together with the alignment of the
respective structure fragments.

Experimental Results
We next describe the results from processing the 17

genome database and give details as to the composition
and contents of  the resulting 1D and 3D dictionaries.

The 1D Dictionary 
During a first pass over the input, identical sequence

fragments were masked as described previously.  At the
end of this step 74,552 patterns were discovered which
covered a grand total of 1,368,687 amino acid positions,
or 13.1% of the original input.  After masking these
positions with symbols not in Σ, 7HLUHVLDV was used again.
Eventually a total of 2,138,771 patterns were discovered.
These patterns covered 10,227,694 of the 10,316,873
amino acid positions, or 97.88% of the entire genomic
input.
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Figure 1.  Coverage of the genomic
input as a function of the number of
discovered seqlets.  Seqlets are consid-
ered in order of decreasing frequency of
appearance.  A total of 2,138,771 seqlets
can cover 97.88% of all amino acid
positions in the input.

The patterns were discovered and reported in order of
decreasing frequency of appearance.  In Figure 1, we are
showing the induced percentage of position coverage as a
function of the number of discovered seqlets: the seqlets
have been considered in the order in which they are
reported.  As is evident from this graph, a ‘law of dimin-
ishing returns’ is in effect: although roughly 90.00% of all
amino acid positions can be covered with approximately
1,000,000 seqlets, to cover an additional 7.88% one needs
more than 1,000,000 seqlets.
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Figure 2. The probability density
function and cumulative distribution for
the lengths of the seqlets that are discov-
ered when processing the input database.
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Figure 3. The probability density
function and cumulative distribution for
the densities of the seqlets that are
discovered when processing the input
database.

The densities and lengths of the discovered seqlets
vary substantially.  We define a seqlet’s length to be the
number of amino acid positions it spans.  We define a
seqlet’s density to be the ratio of the number of non-don’t
care positions in the seqlet over the seqlet’s length.

Clearly, the smallest possible length is equal to the value
of L, whereas the smallest possible (local) density is
approximately equal to L/W.

In Figures 2 and 3, we are showing the probability
density functions and cumulative distributions for these
two variables.  The longest discovered seqlet spans 957
amino acid positions and corresponds to the ORFs
HP0488 and HP1116 of  Helicobacter pylori.

The 3D Dictionary
As described above, and after having generated the

comprehensive 1D dictionary of seqlets, we proceeded and
identified instances of these seqlets in the free from bias
version of Release 38.0 of the PDB.  Of the discovered
2,138,771 seqlets, 161,641 seqlets have at least one
instance in the cleaned up PDB and cover 67.98% of all
the amino acid positions in it.  

It is interesting to note for comparison purposes that
an analogous 1D dictionary of seqlets derived from
processing Release 36.0 of Swiss-Prot (a database whose
contents are substantially different from the genomic input
we processed here) induces an amino acid position cover-
age of the cleaned up PDB that equals 91.97%.  This
results suggests that archaeal and bacterial proteins are
underrepresented in the PDB database.

Of the 161,641 seqlets that occur in the cleaned up
PDB only 24,966 have two or more instances in it.  This is
indeed providing further proof that the cleaned up PDB is
free from overrepresentation bias.  But at the same time it
is an obstacle since very little can be said of the structural
information carried by the seqlets with single instance in
the cleaned up PDB.  Obviously, this situation will be
resolved incrementally as more and more structures
become available.

For the seqlets with two more instances in the cleaned
up PDB, we computed the RMSD error of the respective
fragment sets.  Figure 4 shows a scatter-plot for these
errors as a function of the seqlet length and density; the
plot is similar to the one in (Sander and Sneider 1991).
The majority of the points are in the region that the
dashed line surrounds.  Integrating out the length and
density components gives the probability density function
and cumulative distribution for the resulting RMSD error
(Figure 5).

As can be seen, approximately 70.00% of the
fragment groups corresponding to seqlets with two or
more instances in the cleaned up PDB have RMSD error
values that are less or equal to 2.5 Angstroms.  This result
is remarkable since it is derived from the cleaned up PDB.
Also, it provides further support to our hypothesis that 1D
motifs that are derived by processing large sequence
databases have relevance in 3 dimensions and correspond
to conserved local structures.



Examples Of Entries And Their Use
The availability of 1D and 3D dictionaries that have

been derived in such an unsupervised, hierarchical
manner is creating new opportunities for efficiently
addressing a number of problems in computational
biology.  

We have found that the discovered seqlets belong to
three categories: a given seqlet is specific for a family;
several distinct seqlets are specific for a family; or, a given
seqlet is present in several distinct families.

Clearly, seqlets belonging to the first two categories
can be associated with functional categories and used as
membership predicates for the respective families.  It is
seqlets that fall in these categories that are particularly
useful in functionally annotating ORFs of unknown
function and “orphans.”  As for the seqlets belonging to
the third category, these are useful in identifying local
homologies across proteins of different functions.  We
describe at length the use of seqlets for determining local
homologies in (Floratos et al. 1999).
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Figure 4. The distribution of the RMSD
errors for the 24,966 seqlets that have
two or more instances in the free from
bias version of the PDB.  See also text.

We next give an example of a seqlet that was used
effectively to annotate several ORFs with previously
unknown function.  In what follows, we are making the
assumption that the only available information is the
annotation as it existed the day that the respective genome
was submitted to GenBank.

We are aware that functional annotation of such
ORFs is at the center of the work carried out by several
independent research groups, and it is possible that the
sequences shown below have been annotated in the
meantime.  The point behind these examples is not to

report the resulting annotations as novel but to demon-
strate the ability of the entries in our 1D dictionary of
seqlets to correctly annotate ORFs.
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Figure 5. The histogram of the RMSD
errors for the 24,966 seqlets that have
two or more instances in the cleaned-up
PDB.  Also shown is the cumulative
distribution as a function of the RMSD
error value.  See also text.  

  
One of the seqlets that are discovered when we

process the input database is [TFY][FY][VIS].[NDT].[NQY]
.[NY][FYP]TN[IVF]C...C.FC[AS]F and is present in the
following ten ORFs: gi_1500312, gi_1651900,
gi_2983258, gi_2983355, gi_3328856, gi_3329230,
gi_2650237, gi_2313781, gi_2621911, and gi_2695957.
Of these, gi_3328856 and gi_3329230 are annotated as
Fe-S oxidoreductases.  In Figure 8, we are showing the
clustalw alignment for these 10 sequences which further
supports the argument that the remaining 8 of the ORFs
are Fe-S oxidoreductases.  The score for the shown align-
ment was 32032.

Besides functional annotation, many of the seqlets in
our 1D dictionary have also helped us define families of
proteins.  One such example  is  the  seqlet  E...[KN]......L
.[YF]E....L.....F.[KR]L..[ED]..[KR]..[VI] [ED]E which
occurs only four times in the processed database.  The
sequences that contain it are AF1530 from Archaeoglobus
fulgidus, MJ0039 from Methanococcus janaschii,
MTH1324 from Methanobacterium Thermoautotrophicum
and PH1127 from Pyrococcus Horikoshii.  A multiple
sequence alignment produced using the algorithm
described in (Parida, Floratos and Rigoutsos 1998) is
shown in Figure 9: the homology is evident.  Note that all
four sequences come from the archaeal phylogenetic
domain; moreover, a search of the GenPept database with
this seqlet does not retrieve any more sequences.  It is thus



likely that the seqlet in question is in fact a predicate for
an Archaea-specific protein family.

As a matter of fact, this last example helps to point
out one more use for the 1D dictionary, that of the analysis
of phylogenetic distribution.  Once additional complete
genomes become available that will provide a more
balanced sampling for the three phylogenetic domains,
one can rebuild the 1D dictionary and use its cross-
indexing capability to find seqlets that are specific to a
single domain, shared by exactly two domains, or are
universal.

Finally, we turn our attention to the entries of the 3D
Dictionary, i.e. to those of the seqlets whose instances in
the cleaned up PDB resulted in RMSD error values of 2.5
Angstroms or less. Two such entries are: 
y Y.V...T.DG...I; this seqlet is present in 1FXI and

1DOX.  The resulting RMSD value was equal to 2.28
Angstroms, and the alignment is shown in Figure 6.

y A..PA.AA......A; this seqlet is present in 2CCY and
1REQ.  The computed RMSD is equal to 0.94
Angstroms and the alignment is shown in Figure 7.
The seqlet Y.V...T.DG...I is an example of structural

conservation within a family:  it is present in ferredoxins
from two different cyanobacteria, Apanothece sacrum
(1FXI) and Synechocystis sp. (1DOX).  The seqlet
A..PA.AA......A is a representative example of a 3D
dictionary entry that captures a structurally conserved
region present in proteins of different function.  Indeed,
2CCY is a cytochrome c from Rhodospirillum molischia-
num, whereas 1REQ is a methylmalonyl-CoA mutase from
Propionibacterium freudenreichii.

Figure 6.  The structure captured by the
seqlet Y.V...T.DG...I. The RMSD error
of the shown alignment was 2.28
Angstroms.  See also text for more
details.

Figure 7.  The structure captured by
A..PA.AA......A. The RMSD errors of
this alignment was 0.94 Angstroms
respectively.  See also text for more
details.

We expect that comprehensive 3D dictionaries built
as described above will contribute to the ongoing efforts to
tackle the problem of protein folding by allowing us to
decompose any given sequence into a union of seqlets with
a known and well-characterized local structure in 3
dimensions.  Clearly, comprehensive dictionaries that
cover as much as possible of the already sampled sequence
and structure space are only a first step in that direction.

Conclusion
We have used 7HLUHVLDV to carry out unsupervised

pattern discovery in a database containing the unaligned
ORFs from 17 publicly available complete archaeal and
bacterial genomes.  We have built a 1D dictionary of
seqlets which accounts for and covers  97.88% of this
genomic input at the level of amino acid positions.  We
identified instances of these seqlets in a free from bias
version of Release 38.0 of the Protein Data Bank and
aligned the respective 3D fragments: those of the seqlets
that resulted in RMSD errors below a pre-selected thresh-
old of 2.5 Angstroms were entered together with their
average structure in a 3D dictionary of structurally
conserved motifs.  Both dictionaries are important because
of the variety and significance of the problems that are
impacted: automated functional annotation of genomic
sequences, local homology detection, automated family
definition, analysis of phylogenetic distribution, local 3D
structure characterization, and others.
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gi_2983258      KNGMYAYFIVNRQINPTNVCMYQCDFCAFGVKKSDPKAYEMSMEEILKKVEELYLMGGRE
gi_1651900      LVGETVTYVVNRNINFTNICEQHCNFCAFRRDDGQTGAYWLTDSEIFNKTKGAVAQGATE
gi_3328856      RVGDTVFYSSTLYLYPTNFCQFNCTFCSFYAKPGNPTGWFFTPDQLVQSIKENPSP-ITE
                       :        **.*   * **:*        .: :    .              

gi_1500312      VCIQGGLHPKIDTY-----YQAEILKAVHEATKPYGDIHIHAFSPMEVYFGAENAGLDIK
gi_2621911      LCIQGGLYPGLDTY-----FYEDLIRAIKS---EFPDVHLHSFSPMEVYYGAQNAELTVE
gi_2695957      VCMQGGIDPELPVT-----GYADLVRAVKAR---VPSMHVHAFSPMEIANGVTKSGLSIR
gi_3329230      VLLQGGVHPQIGID-----YLETLVSITKKE---FPSLHPHFFSAVEIAHAAQISGISTE
gi_2313781      ILFQGGVHPQLKID-----YYENLVSHIAQK---FPTITIHGFSAVEIDYISKISKLSLK
gi_2983355      LLMQGGINPDLPLE-----FYEDMISQIKKH---FPQVQIHCFSAPEIVYLSKKEKLPIE
gi_2650237      IMLQGGMNPDLGLE-----WFEELFRKIKAR---FSSVHIHSLSPPEIVFLAKLERSSIR
gi_2983258      VHIVGGIPSYWDYD-----KYVSIVREIKKR---FPEIIIKAWTAVEIHHMAKISGKSYE
gi_1651900      ICLQGGLNPQAKINGSSLAYYVNLVETIKGQ---FPQLHLHGFSPQEIQFIARQDGLTYG
gi_3328856      THIVAGCYPSCNLA-----YYEELFSKIKQN---FPDLHIKALSAIEYDYLSKLDNLPVK
                  : .*  .              :.            :  :  :. *             

gi_1500312      EALKILKENGLNSMPGTAAEILDDDIRAELCPNKIKTKEWIYIIKEAHKLGIPTTATMMY
gi_2621911      EALKILKRAGLGSMPGTAAEILDDDVRAVICPTKLSTGEWVEVIETAHRVGIPTTCTMMY
gi_2695957      EWLIGLREAGLDTIPGTAAEILDDEVRWVLTKGKLPTSLWIEIVTTAHEVGLRSSSTMMY
gi_3329230      QALERLWEAGQRTIPGGGAEILSERIRKQISPKKMGPDGWIQFHKLAHRLGFRSTATMMF
gi_2313781      EVLERLKNAGLSSIPGAGAEVLSDRVRDVIAPKKLSSDRWIEVHRMAHLCGIKSTATMMF
gi_2983355      EVIRRLKKAGLMSIPGGGAEILSQEVRDKISPGKCTVEEWEEVHRTAHRLGMTTTATMMF
gi_2650237      EVLDRLKAAGLDSLPGGGAEILVDSVRRKISPNKCSSDEWLRVMETAHSLNMPTTATMMF
gi_2983258      EVLSELKEAGLDALPGGGAEIFSERVRKIIAPYKANAEEYLEVHRVAHKLGIPSNATMLY
gi_1651900      EVLMALKFSGLDSLPGTAAEVLVDRVRRIICPEKIDSQTWLEIIGLAHRHGLPTTSTLMA
gi_3328856      EVMQRLRIAGLDSIPGGGAEILVDEVRETLSRGRLSSQGFLEIHETAHSLGIPSNATMLC
                : :  *   *  ::** .**:: : :*  :   :     :  .   **  .: :..*:: 

gi_1500312      GHIEEYKHWVNHLFIIKEIQEE------TNGFTEFVPLSFMHKYAPIYK-EGKAKAGATG
gi_2621911      GHIDGPEHRVEHMDILRRIQEK------TGGFTEFVPLPFMHPHAPIYR-EGLAMPGATG
gi_2695957      GHVDSPRHWVAHLNVLRDIQDR------TGGFTEFVPLPFVHQNSPLYL-AGAARPGPSH
gi_3329230      GHVESPEDILLHLQTLRDAQDE------NPGFFSFIPWSYKPNNTALGR-RVP--HQASP
gi_2313781      GSVDNEEDVVEHLQRVRDLQDE------TGGFRAFILWSFQPNNTPLKE-EIPSIKKASS
gi_2983355      GHVESIEHIIEHLERVRKIQDE------TGGFTAFIPWTFKKGNTEL---DFV--EEATP
gi_2650237      GHVESDGDIVEHLIKIRELQEK------TGGFTAFIPWTFQPGNTELYA-EIK--RPVSP
gi_2983258      GHVETLEERVEHMEMLRRLQDE------TGGFQVFIPLAYWPEGTRLG---GT---RTSS
gi_1651900      GHVETPEEIITHLDRLRQRQQTSLAQGYAASITEFILLPFVGEKAPPSLRKRVGRDQPDL
gi_3328856      YHRETPADIMTHMSKLRALQDK------TSGFKNFILLKFASENNALGK-RLHKMTSRHS
                   :   . : *:  ::  *:         .:  *:   :                    

gi_1500312      IEDLKVFAVSRIIFKGLIKNIQASWVKLGKKMVQVALRCGANDVGGTLIEESISRSAGAE
gi_2621911      ADDLKVYAISRLMFRGLIENIQASWVKLGFKFAQVALLSGANDIGGTLGEENISKSAGAS
gi_2695957      RDNRAVHALARIMLHGRISHIQTSWVKLGVRRTQVMLEGGANDLGGTLMEETISRMAGSE
gi_3329230      ELYYRILAVARIFLD-NFDHIAASWFGEGKEEGVKGLFYGADDFGGTILDESVHKCTGWD
gi_2313781      NRYLRYLACSRIFLD-NIQNIQSSWVTQGSMIGQLALLFGANDLGSVMMEENVVKAAGTS
gi_2983355      TYYLKVLALSRIYLD-NFKNIQSSHVTQTMQIGLIGLHFGANDLGSVMIEENVISSTNFK
gi_2650237      LRYLQVLAISRIVLN-NFRNIQASWLTQGFEIATLSLFFGANDFGGTMLEENVVRATGKD
gi_2983258      VDDLKTIAISRIYLD-NFDHIKAYWVTLGEKVAQVALNFGADDLDGTIQEEKIVHAAGTK
gi_1651900      DQALQIMAIARLYLGKWIVNHQPSWVKLGLTGATTALEWGCNDLGGTLMEEHITTMAGAK
gi_3328856      IPPATIIAVARLFLD-NIPNIKALWNYLGLDVALHLLSCGANDLSSTHQGEKVFRMASSQ
                       * :*: :   : :  .             *  *.:*....   * :   :. .

gi_1500312      HGVYMSVEEIRDMIKRVGLIPKERTTLYKILE---------
gi_2621911      HGVRTEPEEIIRVVRDIGRIPARRDTLYREIEDV-------
gi_2695957      HGSAKTVAELVAIAEGIGRPARQRTTTYALLAA--------
gi_3329230      LQSSE--KEICAMLLQAGFTPVERDTFYRPLS--LAR----
gi_2313781      FCMNE--AGMIELIEDIGSVAAKRNTAYEILKRYPAKAKV-
gi_2983355      VRIPKV-EEMVRAIKSAGFIPAQRDTYYNIIKVFQ------
gi_2650237      FRPAKI-EEIVKAVKAVGRPVALRDTYYNILEWF-------
gi_2983258      SAYGHSVDKLVNLIKKAGKTPAERDTFYRVVRVYD------
gi_1651900      GGTCLTATQLQNAIISTGRPYQQRTTLYEHLNANLNKIGLK
gi_3328856      EPIRMDIEGMSHLIIQHGRIPCLVNSKTV------------
                         :       *       :               

Figure 8.  A clustalw alignment of the ORFs gi|1500312, gi|1651900, gi|2983258, gi|2983355, gi|3328856,
gi|3329230, gi|2650237, gi|2313781, gi|2621911, and gi|2695957.  The alignment score was 32032.

                                                *****************************************
AF1530 gi | 2649034  myqakrermigkkilgeryvtvseaaEimynraqigeLsyEqgcaLdylqkFakLdkeeakklveEL
MJ0039 gi | 1590840  --mvemfkevrdfeyitiseakeimeEiakkrqeeaeLlfEtrraLkhlrlFakLpadkakelvdEL
MTH1324 gi | 2622430  -----mipmigkkvlesepvsmaevkEilekfgedheLtyEqnlvLdhvtrFsrLdpeksrelveEL
PH1127 gi | 3257543  -migrkklgeryitiseakeillkkyEegikagieepLfyEarlaLehaekFakLpaekarkaieEL

                                 **********************************
AF1530 gi | 2649034  islgidekt--AvKiaDIlPedlddlRaIyyKrelpenaeeileIvrkyi-----
MJ0039 gi | 1590840  vklpqvgskeiAvKlaDImPripdevRiIyaKervtltpeqiqeIldvidkyri-
MTH1324 gi | 2622430  mdipnikrrh-AvKiaDImPvdisdlRlIfaKervpikaddlpgIlevidkyrve
PH1127 gi | 3257543  msefewmneriAaKlvDImPednldlRvIfaKeehqptpeemkkIleildkyree

Figure 9.  The collection of proteins the seqlet E...[KN]......L.[YF]E....L.....F.[KR]L..[ED]..[KR]..[VI][ED]E
captures.  All four belong in the archaeal phylogenetic domain. The alignment was produced using the algorithm
described in (Parida, Floratos and Rigoutsos 1998).  The motifs used to induce the alignment are shown in capital
letters.


